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ISSUES AND PROGRAMS THIRD QUARTER 2021

ISSUE Family, Parenting, and Relationships 
 
 07 01 2021 at 9:00 More2Life 60 minutes  Dr. Greg Popcak who co hosts More2Life with his wife Lisa is the 
Executive Director of the Pastoral Solutions Institute an organization dedicated to helping people find faith filled 
solutions to tough marriage family and personal problems. The topic of the day is Complain, Complain, Complain. 
Their first caller is Alejandro from Ohio. Alejandro explains that he is in an inter-faith marriage. Him and his wife 
face a lot of judgement from other people and they do not know how to handle the condemnation of others. Dr. 
Popcak apologizes for the hatred that Alejandro and his wife have experienced. Dr. Popcak also encourages 
Alejandro that if he has prayed and discerned this then he should persevere through the hard times. Dr. Greg also 
suggested that Alejandro bring these controversial topics up in situations and with people who will be able to 
handle them. For the remainder of the hour the Popcaks answered calls from other listeners.
 
07 08 2021 at 9:00 More2Life 60 minutes  Dr. Greg Popcak who co hosts More2Life with his wife Lisa is the 
Executive Director of the Pastoral Solutions Institute an organization dedicated to helping people find faith filled 
solutions to tough marriage family and personal problems. The topic of the day is The Life God Wants You to Have. 
Their first caller is Elizabeth from New Mexico. Elizabeth shares about her adult son who is living with her, and she 
is trying to get him to move out. She explains that her son recently lost his job due to multiple reasons brought on 
by his own behavior. Dr. Popcak explains that Elizabeth is describing a very codependent relationship that she has 
with her son. Dr. Popcak explains the enabling cycle that Elizabeth seems to be using. Lisa also adds that based on 
what Elizabeth has described, her son is addicted to gaming and the sedentary lifestyle. He does not want to be an 
independent adult. Dr. Popcak said that unless Elizabeth gets professional help to stop this enabling cycle, then 
nothing is going to change. For the remainder of the hour the Popcaks answered calls from other listeners.

07 15 2021 at 9:00 More2Life 60 minutes  Dr. Greg Popcak who co hosts More2Life with his wife Lisa is the 
Executive Director of the Pastoral Solutions Institute an organization dedicated to helping people find faith filled 
solutions to tough marriage family and personal problems. The topic of the day is Whiplash. The first caller is 
Maureen from Massachusetts. Maureen shares that her husband died five months ago and is looking for a support 
system. She is looking for advice on what the next right step should be. Lisa encourages Maureen to keep praying 
and to have the hope that her late husband can intercede for her. Dr. Popcak says that grief takes time and to give 
herself time to grieve. For the remainder of the hour the Popcaks answered calls from other listeners.

07 22 2021 at 9:00 More2Life 60 minutes  Dr. Greg Popcak who co hosts More2Life with his wife Lisa is the 
Executive Director of the Pastoral Solutions Institute an organization dedicated to helping people find faith filled 
solutions to tough marriage family and personal problems. The topic of the day is Feeling Frustrated. Their first 
caller is Jim from Michigan. Jim explains that his oldest daughter is pregnant and unmarried, but looking to get 
married as soon as it is possible. He is seeking counsel for how to give advice his younger children about their 
sisters situation in a grace filled way. Dr. Popcak  tells Jim that he can explain this situation to his younger two 
children without causing any guilty feelings or judgments towards his oldest daughter. Lisa says that it is fair and 
alright to ask the two other children what their initial reaction to the news is. Dr. Popcak says to start praying 
together as a family every day, especially if they are not at this time. For the remainder of the hour the Popcaks 
answered calls from other listeners.

08 05 2021 at 9:00 More2Life 60 minutes  Dr. Greg Popcak who co hosts More2Life with his wife Lisa is the 
Executive Director of the Pastoral Solutions Institute an organization dedicated to helping people find faith filled 
solutions to tough marriage family and personal problems. The topic today is discerning with confidence. The 
Popcaks invite callers to call in with challenges in things they are discerning about or may want to have a 
conversation about. Stephanie called and she asked for help in discerning where her children will go to school next 
year. She has three children, one in high school, one in middle school, and one that will begin pre school. There is a 
school that takes pre school through 12th grade, but that would mean the oldest two children would have to 
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change schools, and the oldest definitely does not want to do that. Yet, his school is the furthest away. Greg 
advises her to sit down with all children and her husband, and have a family meeting. Ask each child what do they 
like about going to their particular school. What are the benefits. Put this all on paper. One of those needs should 
be what is the best decision to being the family they want to be. Then, take it to family prayer each night. After 
praying about it each night, discuss it with the children. This is having family meetings and input with God as the 
most important part of the meeting. The Popcaks took calls for the remainder of the hour.

08 12 2021 at 9:00 More2Life 60 minutes  Dr. Greg Popcak who co hosts More2Life with his wife Lisa is the 
Executive Director of the Pastoral Solutions Institute an organization dedicated to helping people find faith filled 
solutions to tough marriage family and personal problems. The topic of the day is Peace Be With You. Their first 
caller is Jolene who is concerned for her teenage daughter, because her daughter does not always have peace. 
Jolene is seeking advice, from a parents perspective, on how to help her daughter. Lisa asks if Jolenes daughter has 
a personal relationship with God. Dr. Popcak addresses the social anxiety and the connection with God problems 
that Jolene has mentioned that her daughter is struggling with. Dr. Popcak encourages Jolene to help her daughter 
develop independence by helping her learn healthy ways to have cell phone use, social media, etc. They also 
encourage Jolene to get their book, Parenting your Teens and Tweens with Grace. For the remainder of the hour 
the Popcaks answered calls from other listeners.

08 19 2021 at 9:00 More2Life 60 minutes  Dr. Greg Popcak who co hosts More2Life with his wife Lisa is the 
Executive Director of the Pastoral Solutions Institute an organization dedicated to helping people find faith filled 
solutions to tough marriage family and personal problems. The topic of the day is Fighting Fair. The first caller is 
Jacob from Wisconsin. Jacob shares he has had a continuing conflict with his twin brother for many years. Jacob 
said that anytime they are together, it seems to be a better than you competition. Jacob explains that his brother 
always is antagonistic toward him. Dr. Popcak said the first step is to address the issue directly at some other time 
and not wait for the conflict to happen. Perhaps a text or email explaining the situation to his brother might help. 
For the remainder of the hour the Popcaks answered calls from other listeners.

08 26 2021 at 9:00 More2Life 60 minutes  Dr. Greg Popcak who co hosts More2Life with his wife Lisa is the 
Executive Director of the Pastoral Solutions Institute an organization dedicated to helping people find faith filled 
solutions to tough marriage family and personal problems. The topic of the day is What if? Their first caller is 
Gregory from Texas. Gregory asked about anxiety and not getting sleep at night as he has relatives that struggles 
with this issue. Dr. Popcak said that advice giving is not the best way to be helpful with people who have anxiety. 
Instead, Gregory should be empathic toward them. Then, ask them solution focused questions about what they 
can do to help themselves. Dr. Popcak said that people who struggle with anxiety at night benefit from writing out 
their concerns before they go to bed. For the remainder of the hour the Popcaks answered calls from other 
listeners.

09 02 2021 at 9:00 More2Life 60 minutes  Dr. Greg Popcak who co hosts More2Life with his wife Lisa is the 
Executive Director of the Pastoral Solutions Institute an organization dedicated to helping people find faith filled 
solutions to tough marriage family and personal problems. The topic of the day is Finding Forgiveness. Their first 
caller is Jeanne from Michigan. Jeane shares how she is struggling with talking to her daughter who is a know it all. 
When Jeanne tries to talk to her daughter, she gets hurt emotionally. The Popcaks try to help Jeanne with some 
practical things to do in these situations. They tell her to pray and not let her daughters anger block her ability to 
communicate with God in these moments. For the remainder of the hour the Popcaks answered calls from other 
listeners.

09 09 2021 at 9:00 More2Life 60 minutes  Dr. Greg Popcak who co hosts More2Life with his wife Lisa is the 
Executive Director of the Pastoral Solutions Institute an organization dedicated to helping people find faith filled 
solutions to tough marriage family and personal problems. The topic of the day is What Do You Need? Why is it so 
hard to get some people to listen? Are you struggling to get others to respect your needs? The first caller is Victoria 
from Nebraska. Victoria explains that she is struggling to balance her part time work, her children, and still having 
time for her needs as well. Dr. Popcak asks how she and her husband talk and pray about this. Victoria says that 
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they could probably pray more than they currently do. Dr. Popcak suggests they create a talk and prayer ritual. For 
the remainder of the hour the Popcaks answered calls from other listeners.
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